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The widely used 15-year Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) measured
mass redistribution shows an increasing trend in the nontidal Earth’s moment of inertia
(MOI). Various contributing components are independently evaluated using five high-
quality atmospheric reanalysis datasets and a novelty numerical modeling system. We
found a steady, statistically robust (passed a two-tailed t-test at p � 0.04 for dof � 15) rate
of MOI increase reaching ∼11.0 × 1027 kgm2/yr, equivalent to a 11.45 sμ/yr increase in the
length of day, during 2002–2017. Further analysis suggests that the Antarctic ice sheet
contributes the most, followed by the Greenland ice sheet, the precipitation-driven land
hydrological cycle, mountain glaciers, and the fluctuation of atmosphere, in this order.
Short-term MOI spikes from the GRACE measurements are mostly associated with major
low/mid-latitude earthquakes, fitting closely with the MOI variations from the hydrological
cycle. Atmospheric fluctuation contributes the least but has a steady trend of 0.5 sμ/yr,
with horizontal mass distribution contributing twice as much as the vertical expansion and
associated lift of the atmosphere’s center of mass. The latter is a previously overlooked
term affecting MOI fluctuation. The contribution to the observed MOI trend from a warming
climate likely will persist in the future, largely due to the continuous mass loss from the
Earth’s ice sheets.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, the net top-of-atmosphere energy imbalance reached 1Wm−2 (Trenberth and
Fasullo 2013; Hu and Bates 2018). With the increased energy accumulation, the thermodynamic
structure of the atmosphere has been substantially altered. Consequently, the hydrological cycle,
ocean circulation, and the cryospheric dynamics have all been changed. According to IPCC (2019),
the ocean heat content (0–200 m depth) had increased at a rate of 8–18 × 1021 J/yr. The polar ice
sheets respond to this climate change by increasing creeping and other related total mass shedding
mechanisms (Ren and Leslie, 2011). As mountain glaciers retreat [e.g., Ren and Karoly (2006)],
significant portions of solid water locked at certain latitudes and altitudes become liquid water and
are redistributed into global oceans or drained into reservoirs (such as soil moisture and
groundwater). The kinetic energy of winds is very unevenly distributed spatially and is
concentrated in polar and subtropical jet streams. Subtropical jet stream changes have an
important influence on the angular momentum of the earth system (Lee et al., 2019). Polar jet
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streams influence mid-latitude weather systems, with the storm
tracks being essentially a surface expression of the jet stream.
What makes the situation compelling is that the mid-latitude
meridional temperature gradients are being modified by
anthropogenic climate change (Ren 2010; Vallis et al., 2015)
and the jet streams are expected to further adjust in response to
these changes (Francis and Vavrus, 2012; Haarsma et al., 2013;
Francis and Vavrus, 2015).

Although the kinetic energy eventually dissipated in the
boundary layer, perpetual effects on the Earth can result from
the associated mass redistribution, affecting the Earth’s moment
of inertia (MOI). TheMOI determines its spin speed, and changes
of MOI have important impacts on space missions and remote
sensing projects, including the Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE). For example, the GPS schemes have to
take into consideration of the Chandler’s wobble. Except for the
tidal effects from the Moon, the MOI fluctuates as the mass
distribution of the Earth system, including the solid earth, oceans,
atmosphere, and the soil moisture/groundwater adapts. Ren and
Leslie (2019) also found that atmospheric column’s center of
mass is being lifted, due to climate warming, especially for the vast
tropical and subtropical areas. This center of mass moving away
from the Earth’s axis of rotation increases the MOI. The water
locked in the polar ice sheets, after being released to the oceans
and spread globally, produces a generic mass redistribution to
lower latitudes, again moving farther from the axis of rotation,
and also increasing the MOI. The increasing ice sheet mass loss is
ongoing and the tendency likely continues (Ren et al., 2011b; Ren
et al., 2012; Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006), unless human
beings could drastically reduce (or even sequester some of) the
greenhouse gas emissions. If the overall Bowen ratio does not
change much, a warming climate will enhance the global total
precipitation because the warmer climate would enhance
evaporation and warmer air can hold more water vapor
(Pendergrass et al., 2019). Although the regional distribution
of this precipitation change is uncertain, a shift of rainbands to
higher latitudes is likely (Putnam and Broecker, 2017) and also
could induce MOI fluctuations.

Geodetic and gravimetric data had recently been used to
estimate the mass redistribution induced changes of MOI and
hence on the length of day (e.g., Munk 2002; Mitrovica et al.,
2006; Adhikari and Ivins 2016). The GRACE measures temporal
gravity variations from which mass changes over the globe can be
inferred. This makes GRACE data well-suited for deducing total
MOI variations (e.g., Seoane et al., 2012). In this study, GRACE
measurements, for 2002–2017, are used to identify persistent
influences during the 15-year period, with a focus on estimating
the contribution of climate-driven MOI evolution in a warming
climate. Then, the total MOI variations and the various
contributors are analyzed using the Scalable Extensible
Geofluid Modeling framework for ENvironmenTal
(SEGMENT, Ren et al., 2008; Ren et al., 2012; Ren 2014)
issues modeling system. The SEGMENT is used as the
backbone modeling system in this study. It had successfully
been applied to the Antarctic ice sheet (AIS, Ren et al., 2012)
and the Greenland ice sheet [GrIS, Ren et al., (2011a,b)] for the ice
sheet total mass balance, to world mountain regions for landslides

and debris flow studies [e.g., Ren 2004], and to various faults for
earthquake mechanism studies (Ren 2019). Identifying those
persistent contributors during this 15-year period assists
estimation of climate-driven MOI evolutions in the transient
climate change period.

DATA AND METHODS

Since the focus of this study is the MOI fluctuations caused by the
near surface, climate sensitive mass transport phenomena, such
as from the altered hydrological cycle, atmospheric expansion,
and cryospheric mass balances, multiple data sources and
advanced modeling systems are needed to estimate the total
MOI and various contributing components. Because mass
changes integrate spatially, GRACE has advantages in rapid
measuring net mass balance over vast regions including the
polar ice sheets, provides mass change rates by repeated
measurements over the observation period. Indeed, measuring
the gravity anomaly at monthly temporal frequency and ∼3-
degree spatial resolution (Vishwakarma et al., 2018), the GRACE
provides an ideal way for measuring the evolving of Earth’s MOI.
Here, a total MOI curve is estimated from the GRACE
measurements. Data from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
global mascon solution (Watkins et al., 2015), available at grace.
jpl.nasa.gov, are used in this research. The GRACE measures
temporal variations of gravity, from which regional mass budgets
can be deduced. For many applications involving mass fluxes, the
traditional procedure of direct using of spherical harmonics has
its limitations (Luthcke et al., 2013; Save et al., 2016; Tapley et al.,
2019). Mass concentration blocks (mascons) basis functions
typically are used to better estimate mass flux from GRACE
measurements. The JPLmascon used in this study (Watkins et al.,
2015) applied explicit partial derivatives with analytical
expression for the mass concentration to relate the
intersatellite range-rate measurements to the individual
mascons. Specifically, it is solved on three by three degrees
equal area elements, even though the final products are
interpolated to 0.5 by 0.5 degrees grids. Water equivalent mass
flux data are actually used here. For this purpose, a separate scale
factor dataset is used, which is derived from the community land
surface model predicted terrestrial water storage changes. The
scale factors, which also are on 0.5 by 0.5 degrees grids, are
multiplied to the mascons to eventually obtain the mass grids in
units of equivalent water depth. The post glacial rebound (PGR)
effects, also called glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), are removed
from the mascon solution using model predictions.

Spheric harmonic treatments and filtering operations are
spatial operations (Wahr et al., 1998; Swenson and Wahr,
2006; Duan et al., 2009; Longuevergne et al., 2010; Frappart
et al., 2011; Wouters et al., 2014) and do not affect global total
mass conservation. Because mass changes integrate spatially,
GRACE has advantages in rapid measuring net mass balance
over vast regions including polar ice sheets, provides mass change
rates by repeated measurements over the observation period. (E.g.
Chen et al., 2006; Velicogna and Wahr, 2006; Ren et al., 2011a;
Luthcke et al., 2013; Bamber et al., 2018; Shepherd et al., 2018).
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Similarly, understanding of the groundwater distribution
(Famiglietti et al., 2011; Long et al., 2013) and (both long-term
mean and time variable components) ocean bottom pressure
fluctuations (Chambers and Willis 2010; Chambers and Bonin
2012) had been aided by the GRACE mascons solutions. These
are direct proofs that mascon solutions are suitable for estimating
MOI variations. Because the way MOI anomaly is calculated (see
Appendix) based on these data, whether or not taking anomalies
of these raw data does not matter. In addition to JPL mascons
solution, data from the other two official GRACE data processing
centers, the University of Texas Austin’s Center for Space
Research (CSR, based on the RL05 GSM solutions, which are
solved as gravity changes with respect to the mean static gravity
model; http://www2.csr.utexas.edu/grace/RL05_mascons.html),
and the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC/NASA; https://
earth.gsfc.nasa.gov/geo/data/grace-mascons) mascons solutions
also are referenced for an intercomparison. Due to aging of
the twin-polar orbiters or other technical issues, data within a
calendar year occasionally are not full 12-months. For example,
there are only 10 months’ data in years 2011 and 2012. From 2012
onward, there are only 9 months’ worth of data. Because there are
only 8 months’ data in 2002 and the quality of data in 2017 is
questionable, the GSFC data covers only 2003–2016. An arbitrary
shift is necessary to make the MOI curve comparable with those
from JPL and CSR. As stated earlier, this does not matter for our
research purpose on examining non-tidal MOI evolutions.

Given that the primary aim of this study is quantifying MOI
contributions from various components, the evaluation of the
MOI components is either directly from atmospheric parameters,
or is obtained using atmospheric parameters as forcing to the
SEGMENT modeling system. For example, driven by
atmospheric parameters, the SEGMENT is used to simulate
groundwater fluctuations and ice mass loss from the
cryosphere. Atmospheric parameters in this study are from
reanalysis datasets. In a reanalysis system, conventional and
remotely sensed meteorological observations are assimilated by
a weather forecast system to produce a global and physically
consistent picture of the state of the atmosphere (e.g. Dessler
2010). Five reanalysis products used here are the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts interim
reanalysis (ERA-Interim reanalysis; Dee et al., 2011), ERA5,
the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (e.g., Kalnay et al., 1996), the
NASA’s Modern Era Retrospective analysis for Research and
Applications (MERRA; Suarez, 2008), and the JRA-55 reanalysis
(Kobayashi et al., 2015), at respectively horizontal resolutions of
0.75°, 0.25o, 2.5°, 0.625° × 0.5°, and 1.25°. The use of five
independently produced reanalysis datasets allow us to
quantify the sensitivity of our results to uncertainties in the
state of the atmospheric forcing. Six hourly data from 1980 to
2017 are used, which fully covers the period of GRACE
measurements (2002–2017). The reason for restricting the
temporal coverage to the remote sensing era is the large
uncertainty in southern hemisphere data before the satellite
era due to the lack of observational coverage (e.g., Le Marshall
et al., 2013). Time series of globally integrated surface pressure are
examined to guarantee the total mass conservation in each
reanalysis dataset.

Mass changes in polar ice sheets and mountain glaciers (MGs)
are, collectively, the cryospheric response to net energy budget
changes. GrIS, AIS, and MGs experience drastically different
circulation regimes since they are located at different latitudes
(e.g., Ren and Karoly 2006). For example, with a rising
anthropogenic forcing, the observed warming is quite different
between the southern and northern hemispheres so far, so that
the polar amplifications are still absent over AIS but pretty
obvious over GrIS. Consequently, the surface melt caused
mass loss from AIS is still insignificant (most of the ice loss is
through ice flow and tabular calving). Although the destination of
cryospheric mass loss is in global oceans, the MOI effects from
mountain glaciers, especially those located at lower latitudes, may
not be as significant as mass lost from polar ice sheets, since the
redistributed mass is mostly shifted to much lower latitudes,
leading to a rising sea level everywhere (Chapter 13 in IPCC
AR5). Because AIS and GrIS are located at higher latitudes,
their mass loss to global oceans (as freshwater runoff to
oceans and icebergs) may have far more salient MOI
signature than the same amount of mass loss from mid-
low latitude MGs. Thus, differentiating cryosphere
contribution into GrIS, AIS and MGs are necessary to
provide a clear partition of MOI variations. Here, the mass
balance of AIS and GrIS is derived using SEGMENT, whereas
mass loss from MGs is estimated using a force-restore type
model (Ren and Karoly 2008). Eqs A1–A3 are then applied to
estimate the MOI anomalies.

In this study, the abrupt mass redistribution directly from
tectonic earthquakes is not estimated. We use SEGMENT
models’ crown solid earth setting (Ren and Fu 2019). The
mass underneath 500 km are assumed to remain unchanged.
The upper 500 km spherical crown is same as the Advanced
Solver for Problems in Earth’s ConvecTion (ASPECT;
Kronbichler et al., 2012). SEGMENT has finer surface
topography than ASPECTS. This global usage of SEGMENT
provides a reference value of the Earth’s MOI as 8.04 ×
1037 kg m2 and also ensures that the near surface mass
redistribution over global oceans satisfies the gravity field
requirements. It is known that the ocean will rapidly adjust
to a mass anomaly (as due to melt land ice) through the
propagation of gravity waves and will reach a new global
equilibrium within several months (Lorbacher et al., 2012).
The time to reach equilibrium can be neglected because we are
interested in variations of MOI on far longer time scales. For
the MOI anomaly estimation, it is more accurate than using a
fixed geoid model or simply assuming the WGS84 ellipsoid.
Because components of the temporal varying gravity
anomalies in GRACE are independently evaluated using
modeling approaches driven by observed atmospheric
parameters, solid earth mass adjustments are left as
residuals or are effectively isolated. Soil and groundwater
fluctuations are estimated using the SEGMENT model with
daily precipitation input from Global Historical Climatology
Network version 2 (GHCN-D v2, https://data.nodc.noaa.gov/
cgi bin/iso?id�gov.noaa.ncdc:C00861; Behnke et al., 2016;
Menne et al., 2011) and other atmospheric parameters from
atmospheric reanalysis.
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RESULTS

The annual mean MOIs from GRACE measurements and the
estimated contributing components are presented in Figure 1.
The annual MOI values are plotted relative to the 2002 annual
mean, instead of the temporal means over the period from April
2002 through August 2017, so that the starting value is zero. This
does not affect the estimation of trends. Except for SM, all other
components contribute steadily to an increase in MOI. As to
absolute value in contribution, AIS is the largest contributor.
Through the increased creeping of the ice sheet, AIS loses a
similar amount of ice to oceans to GrIS (Velicogna and Wahr
2006; Chen et al., 2008; Ren et al., 2011a, Ren et al., 2013).
However, because it is located at higher latitudes than GrIS, its
mass loss to oceans signifies more salient increase in the Earth’s
MOI. GrIS is the second largest contributor to the increase of
MOI, about an order of magnitude larger than mountain glaciers
and that from elevated center of mass of the Earth’s atmosphere.
Polar amplification so far is more salient in the northern
hemisphere than in the southern hemisphere, primarily
because the relative low temperature at Antarctica does not

kick starts the albedo feedback (Charney et al., 1981) yet.
Once this mechanism is also activated in the future, for
example, as a result of more ground surface exposure from ice
cover retreats (or simply the appearance of seasonal ice surface
melting), AIS may play an even more important role in
modulating the Earth’s MOI.

A unique feature of the contribution from the soil moisture
and groundwater is that its annual variation is in phase with the
total MOI as indicated by GRACEmeasurements. In other words,
it is the most dynamic contributor to fluctuations in MOI. For a
regional area, the enhanced mass can be a result of increased
precipitation or enhanced soil moisture/groundwater retention
ability. The root mechanism still is not clear but a plausible
explanation might be that most of the major earthquakes during
this period happened in lower latitudes, the energy released,
through some mechanisms, enhanced precipitation
distribution in lower latitudes. This might explain the spikes.
Each spike (from earthquakes) elevated the MOI to a new, higher
level. For example, the moderate 2004 spike that is related to the
Indian Ocean earthquake (Sumatra Earthquake 2004), would
have caused the length of day to shorten by 3 microseconds
and restored somewhat as a response to the upper mantle
material. The 2008 Wenchuan, 2011 Tōhoku, 2012 Aceh, and
2015 Nepal earthquakes all left apparent marks on the MOI time
series. Without these spikes, the trend of the soil moisture
contribution would be slightly decreased, agree with a polar
shift of precipitation as climate warms (Dore, 2005; Solomon
et al., 2007; Putnam and Broecker, 2017). There are post-seismic
evidences of enhanced water retention capability of aquifers,
through various hydrologic processes induced by earthquake-
induced changes in hydrologic and mechanical properties of the
crust (e.g., Ingebritsen and Manga 2019). Very recently, Zhang
et al. (2019) found that earthquakes can increase aquifer and
aquitard permeabilities by fracturing/compaction, implying an
enhanced groundwater retention. According to them, the mass
disturbance is ∼1.1–4.7 km3 for the 2010 Chilean earthquake. But
the spike on the GRACE curve is >10 km3, suggesting there are
other indirect effects on the fluid sphere from tectonic
earthquakes. Over the 15-year period, negative contributions
are likely, but one large enough to cancel the increasing trend
from other components is not supported by the GRACE
observations. As pointed out by a referee, earthquakes and
other solid earth signals impact the GRACE products as an
apparent equivalent water change. How to properly
differentiate these signals are challenging but rewarding
research directions of earthquake hydrology.

Although the contribution from atmospheric warming is the
smallest one among the four, the upward trend is steady and
started well before 2002 (Supplementary Figure S1). For the
entire meteorological remote sensing era (1979-present), there is
essentially no significant negative contribution. The MOI
fluctuation associated with the expansion of ocean, contained
in the GRACE measurements, and may bear a striking
resemblance to that of the atmospheric expansion, is not
separated out here. The magnitude reported by Landerer et al.
(2007) is a good reference as it is on the same order of magnitude
(−0.6 μs/yr). In the same line of walking, Gross (2000) concluded

FIGURE 1 | Variations of the Earth’s MOI during 2002–2017. Cross
markers are MOI estimates based on GRACE measurements of mass
anomalies. Curves of different styles are, respectively, contributor
components estimated independently using reanalysis or from the
SEGMENT model with reanalysis atmospheric parameters as input. The
residuals are ascribed to solid earth contributed signal and simulation errors.
Shades around the curves represent the uncertainty from the four reanalysis
sources. Except the curve for hydrological contribution, which has a
statistically insignificant slope of 0.43 sμ/yr (two-tailed t-test; p � 0.604, n �
15), all other curves passed a t-test (two-tailed t-test; p � 0.1, n � 15), with
labeled linear trends (i.e., the k values in units of 1027 kg m2/yr). Anomalies of
all components are calculated by subtracting the year 2002 value from each
annual value. It does not affect the estimation of trends., which are based on
JPL mascon solutions.
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that the atmospheric fluctuation (surface pressure redistribution)
is only a half of those caused by ocean bottom pressure
fluctuation in affecting MOI. Although their results indicated
the equal importance of atmospheric fluctuation and sea-level
rise, the upward lift of the center of mass of the Earth’s
atmosphere (to higher altitudes and away from the axis of
rotation; Supplementary Figure S1, reaching 1.6 m/yr rate at
present at the polar regions) likely was overlooked. This vertical
expansion seems to be significant, contributing 0.17 μs/yr alone.
Horizontally, the mass redistribution tendency from the polar
regions to mid-latitudes, due to enhanced mid-latitude high-level
jets (Lee et al., 2019), is the main driver for MOI increase. During
the GRACE observational period, it has a rate of ∼0.33 μs/yr,
close to estimations from Gross (2000). If only the expansion of
ocean is considered, it opposes the atmospheric effects on MOI
and essentially cancels each other. As climate warms, the regional
disparity in mass accumulation may play an increasingly
important role in affecting the Earth’s MOI. For example, the
intensified Antarctic Circumpolar Current, through Coriolis
effects, pushes ocean water away from the AIS to lower
latitudes. The trend of mass accumulation over the Southern
Ocean hence contributes to an increase of MOI. This works
opposing the ocean expansion reported by Landerer et al., 2007.

The gravimetry data from GRACE are a mixture of mass
transport signal including water transport on the Earth’s surface
and solid earth motions (e.g., major earthquakes over the
subduction zones and glacial isostatic adjustment processes;

Tapley et al., 2019). In this study, except the indirect effects
on the hydrological cycle (e.g., enhanced groundwater retention
and local precipitation), the direct effect from earthquakes (e.g.,
associated tectonic motion-caused mass redistribution) is left in
the residuals. To determine if the trends are statistically
significant, a two-tailed t-test is performed for each time
series, by looking at two consecutive periods (2002–2009) and
(2010–2017). Linear trends also are estimated for each
component. The values of a linear trend (in 1027 kg m2/yr of
MOI ≈ 1.08 sμ/yr in length-of-day) and the p-values (dof � 15)
are listed in Figure 1. As seen by GRACE, the Earth is having a
day longer by 11.8 sμ/yr at present. The major contributors, or
AIS and GrIS, contributed overall rates of 5.67 and 4.5 μs/yr,
respectively. The expansion of atmosphere, the smallest
contributor, contributes ∼0.5 sμ/yr rate.

After our correction, the global total mass balance is well
preserved by both (CSR and JPL) mascon solutions. However,
the spatial distribution patterns of the mass flux are different
and so are theMOIs. The global total MOI trend estimated using
CSR mascon solutions is shown in Figure 2. It is clear that the
two solutions differ only quantitatively. Especially, the short-
term spikes associated with hydrological patterns linked with
major earthquakes (e.g., the 2006 spike associated with the
Nepal earthquakes; Ren and Fu, 2019) agree very well.
Repeating the above analyses using the CSR mascon
solutions gives qualitatively the same conclusions as drawn
here from using the JPL mascon solutions. The mascon
solution from the GSFC, although following yet another
different philosophy, gives an MOI evolution curve closely
resembling those from CSR and JPL mascon solutions. The
trend identified in the total MOI thus is a consensus among the
three mascon solutions and likely a robust signal from a
warming climate.

We are now in an interglacial period, with the last glacial
maximum (LGM) occurred ∼20K years ago, natural variability
warrants a vestige of deglaciation: GIA, the ongoing response
of the solid Earth to past changes in ice–ocean surface loading.
Since GIA is already account for in the GRACE observations.
The above discussed components are indeed superimposed on
the background signal from GIA. Peltier et al. (2015) deduced
GIA are shown in Fig. S2. GIA-caused lifting is especially
significant over regions where ice sheets have thinned since
the last LGM (e.g., west Antarctic peninsula and northern part
of North America). Using Eq. A2, the GIA-caused mass
redistribution signifies a global total MOI decreasing rate
of 2 × 1026 kg•m2/yr. This rate is almost two orders of
magnitude smaller compared with AIS contribution
(Figure 1). Thus, the straight line of a small slope (almost
indiscernible from the x-axis) is not shown in Figure 1 for
clarity. Due to the much larger viscosity of the upper mantle
and crust than ice and water, the GIA is a much slower but
steady contributor to MOI. At the time scale we are looking at,
GIA is insignificant. However, when examining the MOI
changes over secular or longer time scales, the accumulated
contribution from GIA should be dominant and must be taken
in to account (e.g., Munk, 2002; Seoane et al., 2012; Adhikari
and Ivins, 2016).

FIGURE 2 | Evolution of the Earth’s MOI during 2002–2017, using the
2002 annual mean as a reference. The black line is the estimated MOI based
on JPL GRACE mascon mass anomalies (identical to the cross marks in
Figure 1). The blue dashed line is from CSR RL06 mascon solutions.
The red dot-dashed line is from GSFC mascon solution with PGR signal
removed using Peltier et al. (2015) model. Because the GSFC mascon
solutions are available only during 2003–2016, an arbitrary shift was fitted to
the curve to make it comparable to the other two curves.
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CONCLUSION

Despite its design lifetime of less than a decade, the GRACE
mission provided about 15 years of quality data. Errors in raw
GRACE total mass variations were identified and corrected. The
primary error source is from satellite aging and secondarily the
MOI positive feedback as discussed here. Error-corrected
GRACE measurements are used to determine the total
nontidal MOI fluctuations over 2002–2017. The advanced
modeling system is used to quantify contributions from
various components. In this study, we found that the mass
shed from the polar ice sheets, mountain glacier retreats, and
the atmospheric fluctuations (horizontal systematic
redistribution and uplift of the mass center of the atmosphere)
all contribute to an increasedMOI and hence the slowing down of
the rotation of the earth. GRACE measurements provided us a
chance to estimate the overall changes to MOI during the 15-year
period. Components of the time series are analyzed, and it is
found that the abrupt changes in MOI correspond well with
major earthquakes. Instead of the relocation of crust and the
upper mantle material, it is the associated groundwater or
precipitation redistribution that contributed dominantly to
the MOI fluctuations. This may be the other facet of the
relation between droughts and major earthquakes (e.g., Ren
and Fu 2019). Especially the dynamic nature of permeability, as
revealed by coseismic and post-seismic hydrologic phenomena
(Ingebritsen et al., 2006), has implications for groundwater
systems in the fault vicinity. With advances in earthquake
hydrogeology, an actively developing subfield of geophysics
and geodesy, quantitatively single out the earthquake
contribution to MOI is possible in the near future. Thus far,
sea-level rise and mass redistribution effects on MOI had been
actively studied (e.g., Munk, 2002; Mitrovica et al., 2006; Seoane
et al., 2012; Adhikari and Ivins, 2016). In contrast, other
components are still insufficiently considered (e.g., the land
hydrological cycle) or completely overlooked (e.g., the
expansion of the Earth’s atmosphere). Although we still
cannot claim a complete decomposition of the total MOI
trend, other mechanisms represented in the residual term
should played a secondary role in the MOI evolution during
the GRACE observational period.

There is statistically significant (p � 0.039) total MOI increase
during this 15-year period. The steady increase in MOI has five
major contributors. The top two contributors are AIS and GrIS,
both trends passed two-tailed t-test at p � 0.035 (dof � 15).
Considered together, linear trend of the polar ice sheets reaches
9.5 × 1027 kg m2/yr (equivalent to 10.34 μs/yr in the length-of-
day). In the foreseeable future, this is the dominant term for MOI
changes, as climate warms. Among the contributors, only the
change in groundwater redistribution has a statistically
insignificant trend of p � 0.604. The hydrological cycle caused
mass redistribution also is the most dynamic one, contributing to
the spikes on the fluctuation of global MOI. Ice sheet contribution
is steady, composing the persistent trend in the recent MOI
evolution during the GRACE observational period.
Compensating mechanism to it, such as GIA, works on a
much longer time scale. The increasing trend of MOI may

likely continue in the transient climate warming period
(upcoming several hundred years), before GIA and other
possible negative factors dominate. Except for the wavier
hydrological cycles, other contributing components are
responding to a warming climate in synergy, rather than
opposing each other. The Earth’s MOI variations during a 15-
year period with reliable observational data may form a basis for
identifying climate change impacts on the Earth’s MOI and
provides more precise insights into fluid and solid mass
transport near the Earth’s surface.
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Supplementary Figure S1 | Global atmospheric center of mass increase (isolines,
in m/yr) during 1979-2014. The average altitudes of the mass center are shown as
color shades. Atmospheric parameters used are from ERA interim.

Supplementary Figure S2 | Global mass redistribution rates as a result of
postglacial rebound (mm/yr), according to the Peltier (2004) GIA model. The
glacial isostatic adjustment signals are most prominent over North America and
West Antarctica, with uplift rates reaching up to ∼0.6 mm/yr water height equivalent
(at this ∼3 degree resolution, it could be even higher at finer resolution).
Consequently, there is a global MOI decreasing rate of 2×1026 kg•m2/yr, which
is insignificant compared with other components (Figure 1) discussed in the text,
but it is a persistent contributor. Hence, it is a steady background trend that is two
orders of magnitude smaller, but persists for many orders of magnitude longer into
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